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PRESS RELEASE 

 
 

Madrid, September  6th 2016 

 

Molecor© will present its latest and innovative breakthroughs at Plastics 

pipes XVIII conference 
 

 

Molecor©, Spanish company pioneer  in the development of the Molecular Orientation 

technology applied to the conveyance of water under pressure, will be present at the next 

Plastics Pipes XVIII conference which will begin next Monday 12th and will end on Wednesday 

14th of September, in the German capital city, Berlin. 

Molecor© will be present at this important meeting together with a numerous group of 

companies which participate in the different links of the production chain: from raw material 

suppliers and machine manufacturing companies, to distributors, installers and the final 

consumer, in a business context in which sustainable development heads the list of worries of 

the plastic pipes sector companies. All the participants will debate and share opinions about 

the latest technics and developments that might be used for manufacturing highly respectful 

pipes to environment. 

The continuous research and the high commitment to innovation, together with the 
application of the exclusive Molecor´s technology, have enabled this Spanish company to 
achieve technological developments which have been breaking points in the sector. Among 
them we can highlight its Genuine Air System, which allows manufacturing PVC-O pipes using 
air instead of water throughout the full production process, what results in energy savings, the 
M-OR-P 3180 System with which the company is able to manufacture Class 500 PVC-O pipes 
up to DN800 mm, or the new system in which the company is working at the moment, the 
M-OR-P 5012, with which it will be possible to manufacture PVC-O pipes from DN500 mm up 

to DN1200 mm, an unthinkable fact in the market before the apparition of the technology 

developed by Molecor©. To all this, it must added the research and development process in 

which the company is immersed to launch worldwide the first fittings in PVC-O. 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/b/104779379598765645957/104779379598765645957/posts
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPjpqyZ_56RKVBsc-_hWHVg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/molecor-tecnologia
https://twitter.com/Molecor
tel:+34911337088
http://www.molecor.com/en/technology
http://www.molecor.com/en/technology
http://www.molecor.com/en/pvc-o-pipe
http://www.molecor.com/en/pvc-o-pipe
http://molecor.com/en
http://www.molecor.com/en/company
http://www.molecor.com/en/pvc-o-pipes
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One more time, Molecor© shows that identification and satisfaction of the market needs are 

its reason for being. Thus the latest developments achieved by the company, will be presented 

at this conference, won´t leave anybody indifferent. 
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